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About This Game

The starry sky spreads far and wide overhead...
This story full of love, comedy, and excitement follows our protagonist and his stargazing friends as they grow together.
"A Sky Full of Stars" is a coming-of-age astronomy tale by the same team who brought you "If My Heart Had Wings".
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Childhood friendships, passed-down traditions, deep bonds forged over time, and even deeper feelings all intersect.
Old relationships and moments left in the past are all drawn clearly in "A Sky Full of Stars".

It didn't matter if we were near, far, or anywhere...we always looked to the same sky.
"A Sky Full of Stars" is a tale of young people from different schools' astronomy clubs coming together and gazing at the stars.

Innumerable stars twinkling in the night sky...
To replicate the night sky as accurately as possible in "A Sky Full of Stars", images were created using data from the Hipparcos

Catalogue (found at: hipparcos/tycho2catalog) and the "Starry Winds MMD" planetarium engine software.

Voices that sound like they're right there next to you...
Certain scenes in "A Sky Full of Stars" have been recorded using the binaural recording method.

Using both a normal mic and a binaural mic to get in as close as possible, we've been able to come up with an audio experience
that offers a natural-feeling closeness with the characters.

A breathtakingly wide-open winter view...
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"A Sky Full of Stars" uses the newest methods of visual processing technology.
The images are displayed at 1.5x the size of all previous PULLTOP titles.

The images provide a highly-detailed look into the setting of the story, with even more to draw your eye.
This gives you an even greater immersion in the story.
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English,Japanese
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It is a very beautiful, interesting, relaxing and pleasant VN. It is done very well with some extremely nice characters. There were
a lot of memories, but it was not bad at all. Honestly the most enjoyable route was Orihime. It was a beautiful ending with
Orihime, but I would have liked to see some kids there.. Amazing Visual novel I recommend this one and "If My Heart Had
Wings" both are made by the same people. This one made me tear up way to many times not from sadness (only sometimes) but
mostly from how adorable it was. Hikari is best girl!!! mostly because of her ending though.. Have you ever had that tight
feeling in your chest that feels warm and inviting? yes I know it's a very cheesy question but, have you? I spent almost 40 hrs
completing my first run though and i probably had the feeling for more than half that time.

I'm a very fresh player when it comes to visual novels. My first ever visual novel was "Sabot of the Witch", which was very
interesting in its own way and got me into the story. However, never have I ever, been inspired as much as I was when I played
this game. Its phenomenal, breathtaking, dazzling, heartbreaking, so relate-able I almost cried tears of joy at some scenes. Like
I've said prior I haven't played many visual novels since i'm fairly new to the genre so I cant confirm if most of them are as
riveting as this. However, If that's not case, then writers from Moe Novel have something in them that stands out from the rest.
"They are truely magnificent". They did so well it honestly just feels like a stilled anime put on slideshow. if this was given an
anime adaptation i would be all over it.

Now, Summarizing the game itself is a whole other beauty and personal gave me way too much nostalgia of my younger days I
almost had a heart attack XD. Our cast of characters are so well rounded and interesting that it really cant fit the cliche bill,
"even though it does". Ecspecially Hikari. I love this story so so much. and i don't know if I'll ever love another as much as this
one. It inspired me to the point of disheartenment when i finished the story. I wanted more, so what did i do? I restarted. This
Title need more love and guarantee you wont be disappointed

11\/10, Hikari best route (True Route), #MoeNovel#Askyfullofstars
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